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Celebrate Mother Nature on Mother’s Day 

Infinite Water Inc. focuses their attention on serious concerns affecting people and the 
environment, especially when it concerns water. Infinite Water Inc., like most, if not all, 
the world takes a holiday every now and then. This weekend has a universal theme and 
celebrates a holiday which is focused on mothers and their contributions. This is usually 
a time where children and families come together to acknowledge the genesis of their 
birth.  

Infinite Water Inc, not being a person, but a corporation, still regards this celebration as 
one that can be acknowledged through Mother Nature. Mother Nature is someone we 
cannot live without, but like most mothers she is generally taken too much for granted. 

Infinite Water Inc, has put together a list of examples which we seem to enjoy, or need, 
but don’t give much thought to the fact that it is Mother Nature that provides them. 

The Beauty that surrounds us. Some of the most gorgeous trees, flowers, oceans, rolling 
landscapes. Think about the sunrises and sunsets that we get blessed with every single 
day. Or something that you almost never see in this part of the world, the aurora borealis, 
which made an appearance for this Mother’s Day weekend. 

Creativity through Mother Nature who is never static, she is constantly changing and 
evolving, which allows us to have new ideas when we spend time with her 

Mother Nature gives us everything that sustains life: food, water and air. We should give 
her thanks every day for being so gracious and kind to us by providing us with all these 
things that are necessary for survival.   

Mother Nature takes care of us day in and day out and doesn't ask for anything in return. 
Sometimes we need to remind ourselves that Mother Nature is the reason we have 
oxygen to breathe, food to eat and water to drink. Infinite Water Inc. strives to give her a 
hand and hopes we all do our best to preserve Mother Nature’s precious gifts. 

                 

 


